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AP0205 Slitter Folder: Operator’s Manual

Introduction
This iCON - identified as Application No. AP0205 - has been specifically designed to control a servo
bending axis folder and a backgauge. It may also include a slitter function and variable speed hydraulic
pump motor.
Your iCON controller has been customized to suit your physical slitter folder configuration by the
commissioning technician
To custom prepare the iCON to operate your long folder requires input of both the absolute calibration
measurements and other set up parameters.
Once these details are in place, you can input the details of the folding process to be programmed into
the iCON memory. The iCON memory can store up to 1000 jobs of up to 20 folding steps per job and
this memory is permanent.
When you select the job and automatic operation, iCON will cause each fold in a job to be executed in
sequence. At the end of the sequence (nominated as a step with Clamp Position = 0), the job will be reset
to start at step number 1 and the quantity count will be incremented.






Mass storage of jobs
Fast programming
English language job naming
Job searching
Production monitoring and more
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Axes Basics
APRON A: Axis Bending
The rotating axis on the folder is nominated as the “A” or Apron axis. The position readout on the
iCON Controller shows the position of the rotating Apron from 0 deg (fully retracted position)
through the 270 deg position. Positions greater than 270 deg will display as (Value-360). E.g. If the
Apron calibrate position is nominated as 356.7, then iCON will display this as 357.6-360 or –2.4
degrees.
Bend angles can be set in degrees from the 0 deg to 180 degrees or as limited by mechanical
structure of the machine tool

C Axis Clamping
The C axis is the clamping function. The clamp will position on command to clamp the material to a
preset (manual) pressure. When a pressure switch closes the iCON can continue with the bend
sequence.
The clamp retract position or height is adjustable. The retract distance is measured by a micro switch
or by encoder or can be timed. When an encoder is used the dimension is calibrated else the actual
position is not a calibrated dimension but rather position of convenience.

X Axis
The horizontal axis on the folder is nominated as “X”. The position readout on the iCON shows the
finger position of X with respect to the calibrated position. The calibrated position is usually the
center of the tip of the clamp. The iCON readout will increase as the gauge moves away from the
tooling.
Each bend in a job can have a gauge position assigned to it.
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Footswitch Operation- Bending.
For the bending function this machine uses three footswitches:
RHSFS (right hand side foot switch) controls the CLAMP DOWN
MIDFS (middle footswitch) controls the CLAMP UP
LHSFS (left hand side foot switch) controls the APRON or Start Bend. This footswitch “latches”
on. Thus on a momentary touch of the switch the upward bending action of the APRON will commence
and the APORON will retract to Home position after the bend is complete.
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Explanation of Key iCON Screens
START Screen:

This screen appears when iCON is powered.
“ABOUT” calls SYSTEM screen see “SYSTEM SCREEN”
“GO” cals MAIN MENU for job selection and editing.
“Y CAL” calls Y axis jog screen to show calibrate and set up functions.

Screen Colour “Coding”
Screen fields and items used in the iCON system are colour coded. This is very helpful for an operator
to understand the finer points of the controller operation.
Data Fields text.
 YELLOW:
General iCON data. Showing present positions and conditions of the control.
 BLUE :
A data variable which is set by iCON and has not yet been edited.
 GREEN:
A data value input by the operator.
 RED:
A value in error. Machine tool action will be limited.
Note boundaries and the text on the action button show the colour normal (not edited).





Button Colours:
GREEN:
BLUE:

Action
Navigation / data entry

Thus if a value is a different colour than its boundary then a manual edit has occurred.
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CALIBRATION A (Apron) AXIS and JOGGING Screen

Jogging
Jogging function is selected from this screen.
Displays the current position of the Apron or A axis in degrees from the vertical plane (0o).
Manual UP key causes the Apron to move upwards. (Also activated by footswitch)
Manual DOWN key causes the Apron to move down. (Also activated by footswitch) NOTE: When
using this key it is possible to overrun the Apron past its safety travel limit. The over travel limit is
active when moving with the footswitch.
On servo driven systems, this allows the speed of the Apron to be set.
Back to last screen.

Calibrating iCON
As with all machine tools, the repeatability from day to day and over time relies on a set Calibration
Procedure. All dimensions used by iCON relate to the calibrated positions for each axis. The operator
needs to understand these dimensions and how they affect the working of the machine tool.
“ABS CAL” (ABSOLUTE CALIBRATE) allows the operator to enter the current position of the Apron.
“AUTO CAL” The Apron is calibrated by retracting the Apron downwards to the 0 deg position until
a micro-switch is triggered Generally, the ‘AUTOCAL’ procedure is preferred. However, for
‘AUTOCAL’ to operate, the Slitter must be in the “Home” position.
“EDIT DATA” selects the APRON set-up parameters under password protection.
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QUICK BENDING Screen

The bend angle can be quickly set by selecting any of the preset angle keys.
Return to the last page.
Message screen area.
Allows any angle to be set. Format XXX.X deg.
“+“ Increases the bend angle by 0.1 degree.
“-“ Decreases the bend angle by 0.1 degree.
Displays actual angle to be bent.
Displays the current position of the X axis. Pressing the “GOTO” key will cause the X axis to go to its
set position.

NOTE: Clamp Top of stroke (CLAMP TOS) for operations on this screen will be set by the values
programmed in JOB 1. See Bending Program Screen for JOB 1.
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BENDING JOB Screen

This screen allows details of individual jobs to be entered; once entered, iCON can run that job whenever
the job number is identified.
The iCON system can hold up to 1000 jobs with up to 20 steps per job. The job data is held by iCON in
permenant memory.
Enter the desired “JOB” number here.
Pressing “OK” accepts this job as defined and takes you to the PROGRAM screen to set the bends.
“QTY” here you can preset the Quantity count. This number increments each time a bend sequence
is completed. Acceptable range = 0 to 999.
This key takes you back to the last screen.
The current status of the machine tool is displayed here; if all is OK, the word ”READY” appears
alongside the “JOB No.” display.
“MAT” enter the thickness of the material to be bent here.
“DWELL” enter the required DWELL TIME here. This is the delay time to hold Apron position at the
programmed bend angle. Acceptable range = 0 to 99.9 seconds; default = 0.2 seconds.
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BENDING PROGRAM Screen

This screen allows you to program the number and type of bends required for the job by defining each
bend as a separate step. (In this example Step 1)
“CLAMP TOS” (top of stroke) allows the operator to set the top Limit for this bend number.
Acceptable limit range = 1 to 999.99mm. Note: A lower (smaller) dimension is lower in the stroke. It
is limited by the top of stroke limit switch and the software limit, if applicable. This value can be
configured as a timed upstroke by set up parameter.
The “SLOW MUTE” Limit is fixed by iCON above the material. At this limit, the CLAMP will stop
moving downwards. The operator has to lift his foot off the CLAMP DN footswitch and reapply to
restart the downward stroke of the CLAMP. This action can be initiated by position (encoder) or a
switch.
NOTE: the MUTE stop position must be tested every shift change to ensure that the Clamp stops
no higher that 6mm above the table. At this time a 20mm dowel should be placed on the table
and the Clamp cycled from TOP down to ensure the guard system is operation.
“DEG” specifies the angle through which the APRON will move as it does the bend. Acceptable range
is 0.00 to 185.0 degrees. e.g. 135 deg would cause the APRON to move up from 0 to the 135 degree
position in the arc of its stroke, which would result in an included bend angle of 45 degrees.
“REPTS” displays the number of repeats required on each bend and operates with the X AXIS or
backgauge option. See further explanation on following page.
“DEC X” sets the DEC X dimension. i.e. the movement forward of the X axis under the “REPTS” action.
See 4 above.
With “X” you can edit the X AXIS set point for this step. Acceptable range = 0 to 999.99mm.
This takes you back to the last screen.
“AUTO” leads to the AUTO RUN screen. In this mode the machine tool positions automatically to the
desired CLAMP TOS and X AXIS positions. Footswitch activation by the operator then causes the job
to be executed. See p.3 for a description of the dual footswitch operation.
Pressing “MAIN MENU” takes you to the MAIN MENU screen.
“X” causes the X AXIS BACKGAUGE CALIBRATE / JOG Screen to present.
“A” causes the APRON CALIBRATE / JOG Screen to present.
“C” causes the CLAMP JOG Screen to present.
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“READY JOB NO. 1” (in this example) displays the current status of the machine tool, indicating
whether or not it is ready to begin.
Use these forward and backward arrow keys either side of the displayed STEP number to increment
or decrement to the required STEP number.
“CORR” allows the entry of an angle correction value that acts directly on the stopping position of
the APRON. Acceptable range is -29.9 to +29.9 degrees.
“STEP” Here you can enter the desired step number. Acceptable range = 1 to 20.
“APRON” displays the present position of th APRON in degrees.
“R/X:” displays the mode of operation for the X axis (backgauge).
Displays the set mode of operation for this step or bend.
NOO No X axis move in AUTO. X axis JOG and GOTO will operate.
ORO RETRACT is set. X will move back by the RETRACT distance at pinch point.
OOO X Axis will run without DELAY and without RETRACT
HOO HOLD is active. X will reposition again after a short tap on the UP footswitch.
HRO HOLD and RETRACT are current for this step
OOL Without a backgauge LINE bending is on. Punch wil stop 1mm above the material to facilitate
manual alignment by the operator.
“QTY” displays the updated record of the number of program steps completed.

AUTO BENDING RUN
See previous page for details of numbered features. Please note:
“REPTS” displays the number of repeats required on each bend. Note: This is for manufacturing
curves of large radius such as special gutters etc. A bend cycle is repeated to the number set and on
each bend the X AXIS is decreased by the X distance. When not set to zero will cause the CLAMP TOS
to set to just below the calculated MUTE dimension.
Note: Big Bend Action (“REPTS” / “DEC X”)
The first bend will normally be done by the APRON. It will then hold its position and the X axis will
move forward by the DEC X amount. On the next foot switch press, the CLAMP will do the bend and
then retract up while the X axis re-positions itslef again. This sequence continues until the “REPTS”
counts down to zero. From this point normal bending continues.

In the automatic mode:


A (APRON) and C (CLAMP) and X (BACKGAUGE) axes will position directly on selection of this screen.



Once the initial positions are achieved the machine tool will respond to footswitch activation. (See
p.3 for a description of the dual footswitch operation.)



At the completion of each step (bend) and on completion of the programmed DWELL TIME the axes
will reposition to the intial state of the next step.



When a step is reached which is programmed with a CLAMP TOS of 0, iCON will return to step 1 of
the program and increment the quantity count. Thus, the part is complete.
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X AXIS JOG Screen

This screen is accessed from the MAIN MENU screen or from the PROGRAM/RUN screen.
This takes you back to the last screen.
“ABS CAL” allows the ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION position of the X-AXIS to be entered. The operator
needs to measure the current distance from the front edge of the clamp to the gauging finger and
enter this dimension as the calibrate position. Acceptable range = 0 to 999.99mm.
“EDIT DATA” allows the X-AXIS parameters to be edited after password entry. Since editing these
parameters will effect the operation of the machine tool, we recommend that editing is only
undertaken by qualified personnel.
This slider sets the velocity of the X axis in operation. 100% will cause the axis to run at the full speed
set by the set up parameters. Reducing the % will reduce the speeds of operation in proportion.
Servo (final position) velocities are not effected; these are maintained to ensure the accuracy of
operation.
The “X-AXIS” field displays the real time position of the axis in millimeters.
“FWD” JOGS in the FORWARD direction (dimension decreases) at the jog feedrate parameter reset
by the value of the feedrate slider (4).
“REV” JOGS in the REVERSE direction (dimension increases) at the jog feedrate parameter preset by
the value of the feedrate slider (4).
“X GO TO” allows you to set a dimension for the X AXIS to move to directly.
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CLAMP C AXIS JOG Screen

This screen is accessed from the MAIN MENU or from the PROGRAM/RUN screen.

1.

Causes the Clamp to move UP

2.

Cause the Clamp to move DN (down).

3.

Displays the current position of the Clamp from the bed of the machine to the underside of the tip
of the Clamp tool.

4.

With proportional hydraulic system cause the feedrate of the Clamp axis to vary.

5.

Absolute calibrate. Requires the operator to enter the current measured dimension from the bed
of the machine to the underside of the tip of the Clamp tooling. Acceptable range = 0 to 999.99mm.

6.

Edit Clamp C axis data under password protection.

NOTE: the MUTE stop position must be tested every shift change to ensure that the Clamp stops
no higher that 6mm above the table. At this time a 20mm dowel should be placed on the table
and the Clamp cycled from TOP down to ensure the guard system is operation.
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BACKING UP / RESTORE Screen

1. “BACKUP PARA” causes all axis parameters to be set into permanent memory.
2. “RESTORE PARA” Reads axis parameters from permanent memory into the iCON operating memory.
3. “BACKUP JOBS” causes all JOB data to read into permanent memory.
4. “RESTORE JOBS” Reads all JOB data from permanent memory into iCON operating memory.

HISTORY Screen

Indicates the “HOURS” since last cleared.
Indicates the “TOTAL HOURS “ since the first switch on of the last software.
Indicates the ”BENDS “ since last cleared.
Indicates the completed “PIECES “ since last clleared.
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Use the keyboard to edit or name a job.

iCON SYSTEM Screen
About this iCON :
“ABOUT” Screen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Input DC voltage to iCON nominal 24V
Present DC Amps to iCON and DC USER
iCON on board temperature
Software revision level
iCON Identification code
Go back
Touch Screen Calibrate
Go to axis parameter data (password protected)
Go to Main Menu
Go to Mini Card 2 condition
Go to Mini Card 1 condition
Go to the Amps set for each output
Go to OUTPUTS maintenance screen
Go to INPUTS maintenance screen
Go to last JOB
Go to calibrate the main Axis (short cut)

